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ABSTRACT

Nurturing the Novice: lnitiating the Journey of Transformational Shifts in the
Development of Future Nurse lvlentors

Brenda Ramstrom-Llam bes

October 26, 2010

Integrative Thesis

X- Field Project
The nursing profession is facing a shortage of 400,000 RNs by 2020 (Shirey,
2006), many of them holding Ieadership positions, This situation could lead to a
large number of novice nurse leaders during a time when the demands for
dynamic and effective leadership are growing in the evolving and complex
healthcare environment. Now is the time to educate current leaders regarding the
role they play in the success or failure of these novice leaders. By incorporating
knowledge from Jean Watson's (1985, 2005) Caring Theory, Bernard Bass'

(1985, 1998) Transformational Leadership Theory and Patricia Benner's (2001)
adaptation of the Dreyfus Skill Acquisition [/odel (1980) for nursing, the journey
will begin that will stimulate a transformational shift in how the nursing profession
educates mentors in preparation for novice leader development. Only when we
assure prepared mentors, can we assure dynamic future leaders and a strong
nursing presence in the future.
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Chapter

1

lntroduction
Ask any nurse about their first job and most can stlll remember all the
insecurity, anxiety and possibly even horror stories that were intertwined with that

experience even twenty-five years later. Some of these registered nurses were
fortunate enough to find a seasoned nurse who would act as a sounding board
and unofficial consultant. These nurses can still fondly recall how their mentor
assisted them when they met a challenging situation as a novice and how they

also helped shaped their view of the nursing profession. Now just imagine those
same feelings for a novice nurse leader in his/her first position. They struggle to
learn their own new role while being responsible to lead a group of registered
nurses on a unit or in a department or organization. Historically nursing
curriculums and workplace orientations have included very little on leadership
skills. Too often the new leader had to learn via "trial by fire".
The development of a proposed educational program designed for current
nurse leaders that incorporates both self-assessment activities and group
educational sessions to begin the transformative shift in mentor preparation and
nurse leader development is the focus of this hflaster's Field Project paper. The
curriculum will begin the conversation to assist current leaders in middle
management positions to become dynamic mentors. These prepared mentors
will then proceed to assist novice nurse leaders in their journey to become

transformational leaders.
Using Jean Watson's Caring-Leading Theory (1985,2005) as a basis as
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well Bernard Bass' (1985, 1998) Transformational Leadership Theory and
Patricia Benner's (2001) adaptation of the Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition
(Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1gB0) for the nursing profession, the project will develop the

tools and framework for both independent and group learning opportunities. The
goal of this project is to invest in future nurse leaders by preparing current middle
management leaders for their mentorship role. As this group attends all sessions

and meets the objectives of this course, they can begin the journey of
preparation for their future mentorship role by reinforcing their self-confidence
and fostering opportunities for learning which has been found to be a key to

success (Bondas,2006). Program and theory review, an incremental approach in
the educational sessions and practical suggestions are offered for any healthcare
organization considering beginning a similar structured program for mentorship
development.
Pu

rpose
Today's healthcare environment has grown increasingly complex and the

role of nurse leaders has shifted from a "minding the store" (or department, clinic

or hospital) mindset to one of engaging, influencing and leading employees to
meet today's demands in the healthcare arena. Transformational leadership can
create organizations of meaning. The profession will only be as good as its next
leaders and a prepared mentor plays an integral part in their development since
"leadership does not simply happen. It can be taught, learned, developed"

(Giuliani, 2002, p xii).
Why is leadership development important to the future of nursing and
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society as a whole? The nursing profession will experience a reduced workforce

as baby boomers begin retiring in the next few years. lt is estimated that by 2020
there will be a shortage of 400,000 RNs (Shirey, 2006), many of them holding
leadership positions due to the natural progression of older, more experienced
nurses to such positions in various healthcare organizations. This situation will
Iikely lead to a large number of novice nurse leaders filling those positions.
lVliddle management roles that include nurse managers are already more difficult

to flll which will require institutions to build a resource pool for leaders. The

American Organization of Nurse Executives has started an initiative to have a
year long Nurse lVlanager Fellowship that utilizes current nurse leaders to mentor
and encourage aspiring nurse managers to move into open positions

(Thompson,2008). Nursing particularly needs effective leaders as they face this
challenge of nursing shortage in addition to continuing technological changes
and growing competition. These leaders need to provide inspiration, mentorship
and direction, both for the patient and profession (h/ahoney, 2001).
Employers also demand dynamlc and engaged nurse leaders to help
reach the goals all organizations are required to meet regarding federal and state
regulations to stay competitive in the highly scrutinized industry. Nurse Ieaders in
the current and future environment must be adept at leading and sustaining

change by first sharing the organization's vision, then engaging staff and finally,
by demonstrating a personal commitment to the change. Attention to preparing

the leaders of tomorrow must start today by assisting current leaders to prepare
for their future mentorship role to assure a successful transition.

1
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Contribution to Nursing Knowledge
This project will contribute to nursing knowledge by offering an initial
series of multi-dimensional educational program for current leaders that will begin

their preparation for a mentorship role to novice leaders. Orientation programs for
leaders that cover topics such as budget, discipline and regulations are already
in place but this program will begin the journey that specifically focuses on a
positive mentorship experience. The program participants will understand more
fully the skills needed to be successful in modeling Ieadership roles in healthcare
by incorporating nursing and leadership theory along with research regarding skill
acquisition and applying it to leader development. The future mentors will also

learn how their actions and encouragement can assist the novice leader to
develop Ieadership qualities.

A novice leader can also benefit from this project as their prepared mentor
more clearly understands the natural growth the novice leader experiences as

time and mentorship progresses. They may begin with a heavy emphasis on
empiric knowledge but will progress to a personal, and many times, even an
aesthetic knowledge level (Chinn & Kramer, 2008). Current leaders who are also
transformative mentors hold the key to effective development in various work
settings but are particularly important to the successful development of novice
nurse leaders who will be required to insplre their staff in a constantly changing

environment. As the participant grows to understand the key characteristics of
transformational leadership they can improve their skills and then assist the
novice to successfully integrate these same characteristics in therr new roles.

4
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Learning sessions will educate the prospective mentor group on how Jean

Watson's belief about leading via caring-healing can impact not only the novice
but will positively and meaningfully also affect how they lead. Finally, the
participant group will understand how to navigate the generational challenges
that will be seen between the mostly Baby Boomer mentors and Gen Xer novice
leaders.

Watson's Caring Theory
Nurse theorist Jean Watson, PhD, RN, AHN-BC, FAAN, is best known for her
Caring Theory. She is passionate about her beliefs and communicates the need

for caring relationships to build trust, experience success and demonstrate how
one values people. Watson began her work to serve as a bridge between the

medical model of nursing that was task-oriented to a human-science perspective
model that places value on the human-to-human relationship (George,20AZ).
Her desire in her work is to bring a new meaning, dignity and spirituality to the
practice of nursing. Although her Caring Theory may seem generally broad in its
purpose and abstract in its definition, it is accomplished through intimate
relationships. Caring occasions and moments are experienced on a one-to-one
basis where two people enter a transpersonal level of caring.

The simple act of caring can change how nurses and nurse leaders alike
interact with others. Caring and love are universal and human caring can only be
accomplished via interpersonal relationships (Watson, 1999). The nurse then can
remember that they are touching someone else's soul and are responsible for
"the Other" (Watson, 2005). Watson believes her theory doesn't only impact
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nurse-patient relationships but encourages the nursing profession to speak
through compassionate administrative service and that can include colleagues
and novice nurse leaders alike.
Finally, Watson (2005) believes that relationships are integral to the caring
process and outcomes for patients; the same could be said for the relationship
between a mentor and a novice nurse Ieader. The depth and richness of these

transpersonal caring moments assists the novice leader progress on their path of
development. Empirical and personal knowledge will not lead to the same
successful outcome for the novice if they are lacking a meaningful and
encouraging transpersonal relationship with a mentor.

Bass' Transformational Leadership Theory
Bernard Bass, PhD, well-known transformational leadership theorist, agrees
that true leadership is more accurately defined by how the leader influences their

followers than by what they themselves accomplish (Bass, 1985). Bass believes
three skills the transformationa! leader must utilize include. (1) increasing an
employee's realization of how important their performance is to the organizational
goals (2) increasing awareness of an employee's own growth and developmental
goals and (3) encouraging and empowering employees to work as a team
(1

e8s).

The question arises, "how can a novice leader in the typical orientation
environment even start to integrate transformational leadership theory Into their
daily role when they are treading as fast as they can just to stay above water?"
The process can begin by using exercises in this project to help the perspective
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mentors identify their own leadership characteristics, strengthen those they
desire and provide education on how they can then assist the novice nurse
leader to integrate Bass' theory and develop transformational skills and

characteristics into their practice as they grow in their Ieadership journey.

Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition
The Dreyfus IModel of Skill Acquisition (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980) can also
assist the mentors understand the development of future leaders. Developed by
brothers Stuart & Hubert Dreyfus, a mathematician and philosopher respectively,
it ts actually based on their study of chess players and airline pilots (1980) Their
model sought to explain the stages one goes through when developing any new
skill. The five stages include novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient,
and finally, expert. Their research concluded that growth comes with experience,
mentorship and education (1980) This knowledge helps leaders and employers

understand natural skill acquisition when they plan leader development
programs. Patricia Benner, PhD, RN, FAAN, has adapted the Dreyfus t\flodel

in

much of her research and writings regarding the learning process of registered
nursing (RN) staff (Benner, 2001).

This project will focus on Benner's adaptations for the mentor training
seminars since novice nurse leaders are not unlike novice staff nurses in the
characteristics they disptay. The mentor must remember that experience doesn't
mean passage of time but actual encounters that will help the new leader refine

their pre-conceived notions and theory. Each stage will be discussed in depth
with skills and learning needs reviewed to assist the mentor to recognize the new

1
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leader's progress. The participants will gain invaluable insight regarding the
stages of skill acquisition and how their planning and mentor-novice pairings will
help lead to success through commitment and nurturing of each other. "Nursing
leaders are not born into greatness; instead leadership involves learning a body

of knowledge, developing skills and lots of practice" (N/ahoney, 2001, p. 270).

Putting it All Together
The knowledge discussed above spans across various disciplines but all have
value in the process of educating current and future nurse leaders. The nursing
profession must be open to knowledge from various sources and incorporate the
teachings where appropriate. Using Watson's Caring-Leading theory, the
program participant can:

I

.

Encourage mindfulness/understand self.

r

Encourage continual learning

.

Encourage authenticity.

.

Enable people to learn from successes and failures.

.

Learn to wait

r

Find "voice"

-

-

- realize life is a journey.

be patient with growth.

claim true vocation.

ncorporati ng Bass' tra nsformationa I leadersh i p cha racteristics.

.

Prepared mentors can encourage engagement & empowerment

- set tone

for culture of leadership.

.

Organizations can offer mentors that will be inspiring and influence growth

.

Curriculum for both mentors and novice leaders will include modules on
tra nsformationa I leadersh i p.

x
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.

Leadership development will challenge novices to develop their own vision

A nursing department can use the Dreyfus model to plan leadership development
through:

.

Curriculum development that focuses on people skills, critical thinking, and

development of leadership characteristics.

.

Group Consultations

r

Self-Assessments throughout the stages of skill acquisition.

.

[/entorship

.

On-going feedback and evaluation.

- discuss current challenges.

- observe in action and also enter rnto conversations.

Finally, attention will be made to how all of the above knowledge can be

translated among the generations involved in the mentor/novice relationship.
Based on the known statistics, it likely that the Baby Boomer generation will be
mentoring the Gen Xers. The participants of this program must be sensitive to
and accept the differences between these two generations while capitalizing on

the similarities.
This all sounds good but do prepared nurse mentors really make a

difference? Does the strength of a mentorship program for novice nurse leaders
help define the strength and success of a healthcare organization? Let's see.

I
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CHAPTER 2

ln its simplest form, leadership is defined as "the ability to influence people
toward the attainment of organizational goals" (Daft, 2003, p. 514). However, a
more complete definition that could be proposed is, "Leadership is the ability to
influence others in an authentic and credible way through building relationships,
inspiring and engaging others, communicating the vision of the organization and
navigating change." The challenge at hand for the nursing profession is

successful preparation of novice nurse leaders so they can face the future
demands in healthcare understanding these leadership qualities. Success will be
more Iikely assured by having prepared mentors travel along side them in their
jou rney.

The lmportance of Leadership Development
Why is attention to leadership development so important? Possibly
because a gifted leader can make the difference between success and failure of
an organization, even if it is only one aspect of the organization's structure. Daft
(2003) suggests that leadership has more to do with the soul and includes the
ability to inspire, influence, imagine, initiate change and be creative. By contrast,

management has more to do with the mind and includes qualities such as
problem solving , analyzing, program development, and working towards

stabilization of the organization.
Power is seen in both managers and leaders but managers typically have
power via their position in the organizational structure whereas leader power is

found in the relationships formed with others that help promote the qualities of
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change, vision and creativity through engagement (Daft, 2003). This makes for a
perfect partnership between Jean Watson's Caring Theory and leadership
development. The key for both is relationship building and entering into caring
and sharing partnerships with others.
Certainly all nurse leaders must manage budgets, staff and programs.

Although both management and leadership qualities are important, each role
provides different strengths to an organization. l\4anagers are thought to
emphasize control and decision-making where leadership is thought to involve
more social interactions to influence people (Roussel,2006). The vast majority of
organizations already have orientation programs in place to educate the new
nurse leader on management skills and expectations but very few offer sessions

on leadership development which is the focus of this project and it will start by
preparing their perspective mentors.
Grossman and Valiga (2005) write about the new leadership challenge for
nursing and state that Ieadership "does not just happen...lt can be learned. It is

deliberate." (p.4) They believe future leaders of the nursrng profession will benefit
from the use of a mentor relationship and that it is mutually beneficial to both new
and experienced leaders. Prepared mentors can help the novice leader through
sharing of their own professional experiences, nurturing the novice's feeling of
self-worth and encouraging creativity (2005).

The eternal task for the nurse leader is to create an engaging environment
that finds the balance between caring for patients and staff while being
economically effective and assuring their organizations operates smoothly

1l
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(Bondas, 2006). This requires a nurse leader to inspire their employees to pursue
excellence. Yet, in a study reviewrng a number of baccalaureate nursing

program's curriculum, most were found to focus on the "management" aspect of
nursing rather than the "leadership" dynamic (tt/lanfredi & Valiga, 1990).

The lnstitute of tMedicine agrees that leaders play a key role

in

transforming the healthcare setting that will keep patients safe and nurses

satisfied. Dynamic and engaged nurse leaders help reach the goals required of
all organizations related to federal and state regulations and to stay competitive
in the highly scrutinized industry. Leader practices include, balancing tension,

creating a trusting environment, and managing change. Engaging staff in

decisions and establishing the workplace as a learning environment also leads to
improved quality and satisfaction (Shirey, 2006).

The quality of patient care delivered can also be posltively influenced by
strong and effective nurse leaders. Wong and Cummings (2007) reviewed a
number of hospital-based studies and evidence was found linking strong
leadership to positive patient outcomes, including decreasing adverse events and
mortality. The lower the quality of leadership, the higher the costs the
organization wiil eventually experience from higher staff turnover rates and
patient errors.
Past experience of having nursing leaders learn by trial and error often
equates to failure for new nurse leaders. Turnover in health care is higher among

first-level leaders such as charge nurses, assistant nurse managers and nurse
managers (Bernthal, Wellins, & Walker, 2004). In 2004, the turnover cost for a
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staff RN in a hospital setting ranged between $62,100 - $67,1O0/nurse. Aware
that nurse leaders have a higher salary on average than a staff nurse, the price
of nurse leader turnover is even more costly to organizations. Time and effort
must be paid to leader preparation to change this statistic.
Clearly, strong top-level leadership is needed to transform workplace and
support all levels of leadership in the workplace (Jones, 2004). Organizations are
increasingly feeling pressure to perform since consumers are more educated
about where they want to receive their healthcare. Proactive and effective
leadership which allows nurse autonomy while maintaining the organization's set
of values can also positively influence staff commitment and performance. Since

the nursing component constitutes a large part of the patient experience, nurses
(especially nurse leaders) must sit at the table to help define an action plan to
move their organizations toward excellence and carry it out on their units,
departments and institutions on the whole. Current leaders are responsible to
prepare the novice for this role.
Like patients, prospective nursing employees are becoming more
discerning as they search for an organization in which to work. Followers are
drawn to an organization where its leaders are open and inspiring, and the

environment is stimulating (Shirey,2006). Nurse leaders are responsible to set
the tone that will help make their organizations appealing to top-notch registered
nursing staff. The effective leader disptays five key competencies with
experience which include commu nication and relationship management,
knowledge of the healthcare environment, leadership skills, professionalism, and
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business skills (Shirey, 2007). Employees crave the invitation to be engaged in
their work environment and when employees feel they are involved in meaningful
work, they are more likely to become involved in the organization's success. "The
nurse manager who positively influences the work environment and fosters the

staff's organizational commitment stimulates greater achievement at the unit
level and enhances the organization's competitive advantage" (McGuire &
Kennerly, 2006, p. 179).
Prepared leaders will be required to make the declsions that shape the

future of tomorrow's organizations. "Decision making is often thought to be
synonymous with management and is one of the criteria on which management

expertise is judged." (tMarquis & Huston, 2009, p.1) Current nurse leaders
surveyed feel that development of a vision or purpose and the ability to
implement that vision is actually more important than building relationships.

Those surveyed believe that integration of empiric and people skills is the real
skill (O'Neil, 2008). Grossman and Valiga (2005) recognize that a number of
organizations are "calling on nurses to navigate their institutions through this
chaotic time" (p. 21) and this demands that nursing Ieaders must use a number

of creative strategies to influence change and help their organizations grow
through their nursing staff.
Balancing authenticity and performance expectations with the ability to
create organizational cultures are two of eight leadership competencies believed

to be critical to preparing nurse leaders for 2020 (Huston, 2008). Traditional
management techniques will not apply for the complex problems that will arise
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and Iack of strong leadership in healthcare can limit innovation. We need to start
working on competencies for our future leaders that can assist them navrgate the
future complexity. Huston (2008) further recognizes that the process to prepare
future leaders will not be easy or cheap but is required to assure success. The
traits and authenticity of a leader can serve as a magnet to recruit and retain
nurses and inspire them to performance excellence. lf a leader is felt not to be

authentic it can actually cause a negative effect on performance and cause
nurses to seek other employment. Huston reminds the reader that 202A is close

and believes that currently we have an inadequate number of nurses with skills to
lead the future complex environment. "When environments are dynamic, the

challenges multiply exponentially" (p. 905). However, becoming an authentic
leader is a process that takes time and includes work on self-discovery, selfimprovement, reflection and renewal (Shirey, 2006).
When twenty prominent nurse executives were asked what the three top
issues were facing nurse leaders they listed (1)assuring patient safety and
quality (2) managing financial challenges and (3) dealing with the workforce as

the most crucial demands (Thompson, 2008, p.918). They also felt there was

a

critical need for development programs for new nursing leaders and succession
planning but were concerned there was not an adequate pipeline for nursing
leadersh ip preparation.

The Role of Transformational Leadership
Why should we care about engagement of registered nurses, a key
characteristic of transformational leadership (Bass, 1998)? Why study the link
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between leadership qualities and staff engagement? Because the

transformational leader is visionary and charismatic, resulting in motivated
employees. They achieve their goals by empowering staff and improving their
commitment to meeting goals that are set (Huber et a|.,2000).
The effectiveness of a nursing leader is recognized as a major contributor to

the success of a healthy work environment since the major resource of any
medical setting is the human resource

-

particularly registered nursing staff. lt is

well worth the nurse leaders'time and effort to understand and implement

transformational leadership characteristics as they strive to cultivate a thriving
and dynamic organization. Success utilizing these characteristics spills over to

success in nurse recruitment and retention of quality employees (lVcGuire &
Kennerly, 2006). Transformational leadership is not limited to "upper echelons of

organizations" (Bass, 1997, p. 132) but Ieadership is affected by an
orga n ization's cu ltu re.

Bernard Bass (1985), well-known transformational leadership theorist, states

true leadership is more accurately defined by how the leader affects their
followers than by what they themselves accomplish. He also states that
transformational leaders prefer to coach their staff to reach beyond their comfort
zone rather than trying to control their behaviors. Bass (1998) outlines four major
characteristics found in transformational leaders. These include:
1. Charisma

-

influence emanating from Ieader that makes you want to follow

them. Charisma can be used positively or negatively but the transformatronal
leader is gifted in igniting the passion in others to "get on board".
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2. Vision

- creating

a compelling picture of the future for employees. This

requires the leader to first envision where they see the organization in the future
and then use excellent communication skills to share their plan with their staff.

3. lntellectual stimulation

- challenging

existing boundaries and suggesting new

ways of looking at things. The transformational leader must shift from Newtonian
beliefs to complexity science that allows for chaos and recognition of patterns to
assist with change and creativity (Wheatley, 1999).

4. lnspiration

- the ability to engage and encourage

followers to reach for

excellence. The leader must invite followers to be part of any change process to
succeed.

These characteristics and skills are part of the leader's core

- they are just not

wearing a mask in their work environment. The follower of a leader who
demonstrates these characteristics shares the vision and feels an increase in
self-worth while feeling challenged and valued. This project will raise awareness
of transformational leadership characteristics among the perspective mentors but

these characteristics are not something that can be fully developed in the initial
set of learning sessions.

A leader's ability to influence is invaluable. When a leader is also able to shift
styles based on the need at hand they can improve their follower's commitment
to the organization's goals and excellence. A research study involving twenty-

one hospitals found that although staff nurses saw more transactronal
characteristics in their leaders, those leaders who were most admired displayed
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the transformational characteristic of positive influence and charisma (h/cGuire &

Kennerly,2006).
Burns (1978) describes the transformational leadership style as being a

combination of employees relation-oriented and change-oriented styles. The
challenge for nurse leaders is to be an effective leader in often large bureaucratic
organizations that focus on financial success and have a hierarchical framework.
Nursing leadership must identify an inspiring vision themselves before they can
communicate the same to their staff which hopefully leads to the follower's
motivation that is not only for purposes of self interest. Other subtle influences of

transformational leaders rnc]ude engaging the staff to think creatively that can
produce results on their units and in their organizations that assure a competitive

edge. Do they coach their staff rather than control their actions? Since the nurse
manager is very close in proximity to the RN staff, their skills (or lack of them)

can impact the attitudes and contribution of their followers. "Leaders create the
organizational energy by investing in their people" (Kerfoot, 2008,

p

64)

"Leadership is an art, something to be learned over time, not simply by
reading books" (DePree, 1989, p. 3). N/ax DePree, former leader of Herman
It/iller when it became one of the most profitable Forf une 500 companies,

focuses on changing organizational culture and development of leaders who
encourages employee engagement. He further explains that understanding the
role of leadership is more tribal than scientific and has a lot to do with weaving

relationships in the organization that can help to inspire followers to excellence.
Based on an individual's experiences, a leader changes, grows and matures.

Itt
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Current leaders are responsible for future leadership and have a place in the
development of their abilities (1989). He challenges the reader to affect their
organizations in such a way that they "become a place of realized potential" (p.

85) DePree is, in essence, speaking about the role the transformational leader
plays in an organization's success.
Leadership development expert, Larraine h/atusak, (1997) suggests we
need to weave the theoretical and practical aspects of leadership in the
education of future leaders and believes the first step to leadership is self
knowledge. Leadership requires passion, a deep sense of spirituality, the
personal and interpersonal skills to reach out to people, a vision of "what could
be" (p.131). "...under the right circumstances, each of us has that innate power
and ability to lead. Success in leadership is almost guaranteed to those who
discover their gifts and talents" (Nllatusak, 1997, p. 5). Organizations now have

the responsibility to assist their novice leaders in that discovery.
The Caring lngredient
To be a successful mentor, attention has to be made to the act of caring
for the one you are mentoring. "Care means that persons, events, projects, and
things matter to people. Caring is essential if the person is to live in a
differentiated world where some things really matter, while others are less
important or not important at all." (Spichiger, Wallhagen & Benner,2005 p.306)
ln the nursing profession, Jean Watson is respected as an expert in the
study of caring and its effects as she initially developed and continuously updates
her Caring Theory. Watson used her own empirical experiences and perceptions
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of life, health and healing as a basis for her work (George, 2002). Her belief in
the importance of preserving a person's dignity and feeling of wholeness can be
seen when she discusses the role a nurse has in assisting a person in their own
personal growth rather than trying to change them. Watson believes that caring is
linked to morality rather than being a task-oriented behavior that was popular at

the inception of her theory (Alligood & Tomey, 2002). She has blended both
Eastern and Western philosophies to develop her belief system regarding the

spiritual nature of humans. Watson has also incorporated ideas from such
experts as lVaslow, Erickson and Carl Rogers as well as earlier nurse theorists to

develop her concepts that are the building blocks for her transpersonal caring

theory. Her theory particularly incorporates beliefs from such theorists as
Peplau, Leininger and [t/artha Rogers who a]so valued interpersonal, caring

relationships (Watson, 1 997).
Assumptions and applications of Jean Watson's theory have also evolved
as her personal and professional experience has grown. In her 1979 publication,
Nursing: The Philasophy of Carins, her assumptions included the belief that
caring is central to nursing and can only be practiced interpersonally.She also
believed that acts of caring help satisfy human needs and promote individual or

family growth. She discusses how caring environments accept people both now
and when they change as they explore their potential.

ln her second book, Nursing: Human Science and Human Care - A Theory
of tVursing, published in 1985, Jean Watson expanded her assumptions. They
included beliefs that caring comprises primal, universal and psychic energy, care
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and love are cornerstones to humanness, caring affects civilization and you must
care for yourself before you care for others. She felt the science of caring had
been de-emphasized in healthcare due to technological advances and
institutional constraints. However, Watson felt interpersonal relationships are the
only way to demonstrate caring despite outside influences that may encountered.

We are all spiritual beings that have human experiences. We are composed of a
unity of mind-body-soul and must strive to achieve harmony. Watson believes
that the environment must be supportive for a human to become whole (1985).

Watson challenges nurses to not ask themselves if they dare bring love
and caring into their professional lives but rather to think that they can't really
bear not to care and love as they enter into relationships with others (Watson,
2003). They are part of each other's journey and caring transcends ego.As they

open themselves to listen to another's story with compassion, they can also heal
themselves (2003) This will allow the nurse to transfer from one who just
performs head-centered tasks to one who enters into heart-centered tasks that
have transpersonal relationships at the core (Watson,2005). As they enter into a

transpersonal relationship with another, recognizing them as a whole person who
has physical, emotional and spiritual needs, their mind and heart opens without
judgment.

A novice nurse leader is sure to feel growing pains, self doubt and
disillusionment. It is particularly important during these times that the
experienced nurse leader acting as a mentor connect with Watson's Caring
Theory by entering into a transpersonal relationship with the novice and
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employing many of her original ten carative factors (1985). They lnclude:

.

lnstill faith and hope. The novice can be filled with angst and feel
overurrhelmed with their new role but the prepared mentor can encourage

them in their journey in their low times.

.

Cultivate sensitivity to one's se/f and to others. As the mentor and novice
leader experience caring moments, the mentor will have heightened

awareness regarding the novice's needs for growth at that very point

in

their journey.

.

Develop a helping-trusting relationship. lt/entors will be "that trusted
shoulder" that the novice leader knows wil! keep their confidences when

they are frustrated or filled with doubt and help them to grow in their
jou rney.

r

Promote and accept the expression of positive and negative feelings.

When there is genuine transpersonal caring between the mentor and
novice, there is no need for "masks"

- all sides of oneself can be shared

without fear of reprisal or rejection.

.

Promote interpersonal teaching-learning. Probably one of the most
important factors displayed that encourages full sharing between both the
mentor and novice leader.

.

Gratify human needs. Everyone has the need to feel accepted, loved and

encouraged and caring moments between the future mentors and novice
leaders can satisfy these needs through words and actions.
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.

Provide a supportive, protective and maybe sometimes a corrective
environment that encompasses the mental, physical, socio-cultural and
spiritual environments of the novice. As a transpersonal relationship

progresses, parties will fee! free to speak truthfully to each other, even if it
is corrective, because they know it is coming from a place of love and
caring.
It takes time to develop genuine transpersonal caring relationships where

these carative factors can be seen. The various moments where caring for

another is displayed may not the same for any two individuals. However, this
project can enlighten the future mentors to the importance of these carative

factors in their mentorship role through discussion and sharing of personal
experiences. The prospective mentors will start the journey of preparation for
implementing Watson's Caring Theory in their role by using these carative factors
as a guide. They will be encouraged to walk along side the future leaders and
help provide both mental and spiritual growth of the novices and will likely

continue to grow themselves in the process (Watson, 1985).
Watson (2000) challenges the nursing profession to also explore a process
of transformation that is based on [/atthew Fox's (1991)description of a four-fold
path or Via. This path includes the destinations of Negativa, Positivia, Creativa
and finally Transformativa. The goal of the journey is to realize one's true and

spiritual self and form a new vision of hope and caring (1991) Thrs is very
personal work required for everyone taking the journey but Watson believes only
when this path is traveled can one more clearly understand the purpose of
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nursing at its core and help leaders to understand how they can show

compassion in their service to their followers. This project will assist the
prospective mentors to follow this path so they will be reinvigorated to work with

the novice leader in a caring and nurturing manner. The fourfold path includes:

.

Via Negativa

- the spiritual warrior: lnvolves acknowledging

the dark

shadow side of one's life and work. This requires reflection on what has

depleted one's spirit in both their personal and professional lives and reevaluating their purpose. Only then will the spirit be re-energized for

growth and committed to a vision of caring-leading (Watson, 2000).

r

Via Positiva

-

the

healer: Bringing forth the light of positive and caring

energy. When one reviews the blessings and joy they have in their life,

they open themselves up to gratitude and interpersonal connections. At
this level, the nurse leader will realize the gift that comes with caring
moments between patients and staff alike (2000).

.

Via Creativa- the visionary: "PIumb new, deeper dimensions of self and

our unique gifts and talents" (Watson,2000, p.3) that will open the leader
to offer compassionate service. The leader will further be able to be a
visionary as it relates to the nursing profession and healthcare overall.

.

Via Transformativa

- the empowered teacher-leader:

Leads by following

his or her own inner call. "A transformed Jeader is one who leads from
caring"

(p +) and Watson believes only when the nurse leader takes

the

entire spiritual journey and is comfortable to even "dwell in the void" (p 5)
will they be fully be prepared to lead via caring.
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The hope is that the participants of this program will grow in knowledge through
the journey and transform from a spiritual warrior to an empowered teacherleader both in their current leadership and future mentorship roles.

Novice to Expert
Praxis may be best described as the act of putting one's education and theory

into practice (Nelson, Apenhorst, Carter, tMahlum, & Schneider, 2004). The
novice nurse leader can attend learning sessions on such topics as budget,
staffing, quality measures, and the disciplinary process but at some point and
time they will need to put their knowledge into practice as a leader. "Praxis is only
possible if the practitioner steps outside of therr personal and professional
assumptions and reviews actions in the clinical world for effect and outcome." (p.
32). This does not happen overnight and mentorship can be a critical key to
success as the novice matures in their skills. Novice leaders who learn new
methodologies must be able to practice their new skills in a supportive
organization that allows them to apply their learning (Swearingen, 2009).
Storytelling can also be very effective in developing knowledge for future
experiences. The prepared mentor will share their past experiences as a way of
increasing the novice's library of real life situations that they may be able to draw
from for future decisions (Pierson, Liggett, & h/oore, 2010).
It takes time to build and implement programs for a quality orientation. Current

leaders should be asked what future Jeaders need to know. New leaders should
be asked what they feel would be the most beneficial methods to be employed so

that learning can occur. Written questionnaires, surveys, interviews and casual
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conversations can be used to gain information that will help continue
development of an effective curriculum after this initial stage. Both novice leaders
and their mentors can start by understanding the organization's mission, vision,

values and philosophy. Prepared mentors can then travel along side the novice
and help them develop leadership qualities. This process will help strengthen
leadership in the organization overall (Swearingen, 2009).
"The best way to impact turnover is to give Ieaders the knowledge needed

to create a work climate that motivates and engages employees." (Benner, 2001,
p.110). Benner's first studies adapting this model to novice nurse orientation

occurred between 1978 and 1981. She recognized that the profession of nursing
is complex and varied and requires more than applying textbook knowledge.
Good clinical judgment comes from experiencing real Iife situations which guides

future interactions and decisions. "The Dreyfus model is developmental, based
on situated performance and experiential learning" (Benner, 2004,

p.1 88).

Based on her studies, Benner recognized characteristics of all five stages
of skill acquisition from novice to expert (2001)that the Dreyfus brothers (1980)

first observed:
tVoyice Sfage Ch a ractensfics.

r

No experience in situations in which they are expected to perform.

r

Rule-governed behavior limiting and inflexible.

r

Textbook understanding but lacks contextual meaning.

.

t\4ay know principles and

.

"May not know what they don't know" (2001, p.20-21)

theory but struggle to put it into action
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Advanced Beginner

Sfa

ge Characfensfics.

.

Beginning to integrate textbook learning and real life experiences.

.

Still tend to treat all attributes and aspects equally rather than their relative
importance.

.

Still tends to spend a lot of time following rules.

.

Focuses on aspect recognition.

r

Building a "real life" library. (2001, p. 22-25).

Competenf Sfag e Ch a racferusfics;

r

It/ay take 2-3 years of experience.

r

Puts experiences into long term perspective.

.

Plans, contemplates and prioritizes.

r

Analytical thinking emerges, asks questions.

.

Still needs growth in speed & flexibility.

.

Starting mastery and organization. (2001, p. 25-27).

P roficienf

Sfage Ch aracterusfics:

r

Takes 3-5 years experience

.

Still "taking hold"

.

Sees situations as a whole

.

Perspectives present themselves based on past experiences.

.

Understanding decisions may lead to long term consequences.

.

Knows the answers to the questions. (2001 , p. 27-31).

E x pe

.

rt Sfage

Cha

- learns through case studies.

- questions

some theorres

ra cterisfics;

lntuitive grasp of situations

- can zero in on issue.
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e

Forgets what questions less experienced leaders may have

- very few

have questions themselves.

.

Deep understanding of total situation.

o

No longer acutely aware of rules/analytical tools.

o

h/ay not be best with novice in mentor relationship since that experience is

so remote. (2001, p. 31-35).
It was noted by the researchers that as an individual moved through the five

stages, there were changes in three general aspects of skill. These included:

1.

N/ovement from abstract principles to concrete experiences,

2. [/ovement

from Iooking at situations in equally relevant "bits" to a

complete whole perspective and,

3.

Passage from being a detached observer to an involved pedormer
(Benner, 2001 , 2004).

Her work adapting the Dreyfus tVlodel of Skill Acquisition to the profession of

nursing (Benner, 2001) proves that we have to change. "The underlying
assumption that nurses will be good leaders through a process of osmosis as a
result of their previous experiences" (Carney, 2009, p. 411). This project will
exchange the standard "learn on your own" orientation model to a "learn with
someone at your side" model. Currently, novice nurse leaders are rarely offered
in-depth and on-going guidelines and education for the role they are about to

assume. New leaders experience the best results with a combination of
structured learning programs and informal networking. Learning relationship skills
are key to effective leadership. There is much work still to be done as we
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approach the increasing need for preparing new leaders (2009). Probably most

important, novice leaders need support of their organizations in their new roles
that include education for leadership and quality mentors.
In a study that involved the implementation of a coaching model of

orientation to novice nurses on a unit in a2,000 bed hospital system it was noted
that maturity in a new role takes time but is positively influenced by engaging
preceptors. The preceptors in this study wanted to build critical thinking skills and

judgment in the newer staff to allow them to become confldent and competent.
One goal of the program was to encourage thoughtful reflection through use of
coaches for newer nurses who were in a hurry to prove efficiency in practice.

This deliberate processing and weighing of options were invited and modeled as
situations came up on the unit (Nelson, Apenhorst, Carter, lVahlum, & Schneider,
2AO4).

As the program proceeded, it was noticed that the novice staff matured from

asking how to do things or where to find a policy to predicting the processes or
care required based on previously learned or discussed experiences. Their
questions became more sophisticated and referenced resources they had
learned from experience or previously discussed with their preceptor. Coaches

would introduce questions such as "How do you know this?, What makes you
think so?, How can you learn from this experience?" (Nelson, Apenhorst, Carter,
lVlahlum, & Schneider, 2004, p. 35). A positive impact on nursing units was noted

with increased satisfaction and retention of staff. These lessons could easily be
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transferred to the learning process for novice nurse leaders with similar positive
resu lts.

As previously noted, an adequate orientation sets the tone for the likelihood
that a nurse or nurse leader will continue in that position at the organization. This
extends to current employees changing status. Even if a nurse has experience,
they are still a novice as they take on the roJe of a nurse leader. These seasoned

staff nurses have some unique concerns as they transfer to leadership positions.
They include being concerned about inadequacy in their new position and having
an imposter phenomenon where they play as though they know all the answers.
They do have, however, a more realistic understanding of the workload, roles
and standards of behavior. They can be more flexible in learning more skills but a

job change still is a life event that requires adaptation.
These new leaders can find that they doubt themselves and their abilities and
have a fear of failure. They feel conflicted about accepting the new challenge that
prompts a move from a position where they were knowledgeable to one where
they will be required to learn a whole new set of skills (Dellasega, Gabbay,
Durdock & l\flartinez-King, 2009). Novice leaders found discussions with peers

were very hetpful to decrease anxiety about their perceived inability to function

in

new position. For mentors it is important to meet with the experienced nurse,
assess their expectations, then perform a realistic appraisal and assist them to
adjust to their new role. The orientation expert must allow the experienced nurse

to be a novice in his/her orientation without guilt (2009).
The seasoned leader who acts as a mentor can also feel the benefits of such
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a relationship. When the mentor is open to new ideas brought up by the novice
and takes care not to direct all of their thoughts and experiences, they will grow
in their profession as well. Once the mentored nurse leader proceeds along the

Dreyfus Skill Acquisition continuum, they may surpass their mentors in
professional accomplishments and the mentor can have a sense of pride in their
part of their growth (Grossman & Valiga, 2005).

Understanding the Generational Factor
"By understanding the differences between teacher and learner and adapting
teaching strategies accordingly, the proverbial generation gap can be bridged"
(Notarianni, Curry-Lourenco, Barham, & Palmer, 2009, p. 261). Using Benner's
writings as background to engage the learner, an overview of the Progressive
Professional Development lVlodel (PPDtM) was discussed with application to the
nursing setting (2009). As with Benner, it was also noted that you can first teach
concepts and skills in a concrete way and then increase the complexity when you
use the PPDI\4 and focus on "practice over time" (p. 262). The teacher/mentor

can provider opportunities to encounter experiences that help the new leader
from beginner to professional level practice.
Generations make a difference in this model. The boomers are seen as

willing learners who favor structured environments and clear guidelines whereas
Generation Xers just want to know the bottom line and see education as a road
towards goal attainment. Engagement for this generation must be seen as
efficient and relevant. (Notarianni, Curry-Lourenco, Barham, & Palmer, 2009). An

effective mentoring relationship with them must be as hands-off as possible.
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Provrding feedback on their performance should play a big part, as should

encouraging their creativity and initiative to find new ways to get tasks done. As a
mentor, you'll want Gen Xers to work with you, not for you. Start by informing

them of your expectations and how you'll measure their progress and assure
them that you're committed to helping them learn new skills. lt/embers of
Generation X are eager to learn new skills because they want to stay

employable. Gen Xers also work best when they're given the desired outcome
and then turned loose to figure out how to achieve it. This means a mentor
should guide them with feedback and suggestions, not step-by-step instructions.

The current nursing workforce is made up of four generations - those
preparing for retirement to those new grads just entering the workforce. They
include the Silent or Veterans (many of them now already retiring), the BabyBoomers, Gen-Xers and the tt/illennials. (Farag, Tullai-tMcGuinness & Anthony,

2009) This project particularly focuses on the relationship between the Baby
Boomer and the Gen Xer groups since this is where the majority of leadership
transitions will take place. Forty-seven percent of the Baby-Boomers will be
retiring in the next ten years (2009). Due to social and political difference in their

formative years, they perceive work and the work environment differently as wel!
as authority figures. Based on differences and similarities between "Boomers and
Xers", healthcare must be cognizant of their leadership style and expectations of
new leaders. Although research may show that they are close in perceptions
about culture in their units/work environment, they differ statistically in their
perception of the climate. The Baby Boomer identified themselves more as team
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players where the Gen Xers were more individualistic and didn't require co-

working group as much because they look at family and friends as their team
(200e).

Some key differences between the two generations this project focuses on
i

ncl ud e:

Baby Boomers

.

Want to be recognized for achievement (Wieck, Prydun, & Walsh,20AZ)

.

Expect rewards for performance.

o

Want to feel as though they are contributing to organizational growth.

.

Appreciate empathetic supportive management (Weston, 2001).

.

Respect chain of command.

r

Expects manager to specify desired goals.

.

Like to feel close to co-workers / team players. (Yu & t\4iller,2005)

Gen Xers

.

Want immediate feedback and gratification (Wieck, Prydun, & Walsh,
2002).

.

Expect collaborative decision making,

.

Don't tend to follow usual chain of commandiformal organization.

.

Anticipate mentorship relationships while working with knowledgeable
leaders (Yu & J\rliller, 2005).

o

Want managers to invest in activities that lead to their personal growth
(Weston, 2001).

.

Self satisfaction important.

1'.)
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.

Want managers to coach and train them.

.

Like autonomy so want to me left alone to function independently once

they are told goals.

t

Work more independently, not as good team players (thought to be due to
growing up as Latch Key children).

.

Don't feel as close to co-workers (Yu & [t/iller, 2005).

lnterestingly, it was noted that even with the differences noted above, the
leadership style the two generations desire doesn't differ drastically; they both
crave a leader with characteristics of Bass' transformational teachings (Wieck,
2002). Since mentors in this project will most likely be from the Baby Boomer
generation, they will need to laugh at some of their characteristics such as their
"workaholism" and learn to not expect the same behaviors from those they are
mentoring (Stewart, 2006). The diversity seen between the generations should
be embraced and can even be used to maintain the viability of the nursing
profession. Once again it is noted that the leadership style involves the approach

and behaviors that define how a leader directs their followers towards the goals
set (Bass, 1985).
We must understand the generational differences between teachers (or
mentors in this case) and learners to be able to adapt learning styles that will
lead to effective outcomes in assisting the novice leader, especially if it involves a
Baby Boomer assisting a Gen Xers in becoming a nurse leader. We need to also
assist them to understand the tt/illeniums that they will be leading (Notarianni,

Curry-Lourenco, Barham, & Palmer, 2009).
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Mentorship Focus
Successful leadership counts on meaningful relationships. When an
employee is led by someone they feel a personal attachment to, they will more
likely employ initiatives that have been suggested. When their accomplishments
are celebrated, the novice will be more motivated to continue to learn. Current
Ieaders should make it a priority to spend time with those they are mentoring
since this relationship conveys to the novice that they are important to the
success of the organization (Kouzes & Pozner, 2007). ln this project, the
perspective leader is the novice and the mentor is the current manager or

director. Once the participants of these sessions understand that their
relationship and time put into the mentorship process is crucial to the success of

the novice, they will more likely feel their efforts are valuable to the organization's
futu re.

Perhaps one of the most important skills leaders employ is discoverrng the
power and gifts that resides in their employees. The whole organization is
positively influenced when leaders focus on the self-development and selfactualization of their employees and strive to make their staff independent

(Roussel,2006). This does require courage and risk-taking but the leader knows
the benefits far exceed the time and effort invested. This project will assist the
participant begin to explore and more fully understand these skills in preparation
for their future mentorship role.
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CHAPTER 3

Description of Model
The practice model for this project recognizes that there are three main
aspects to the mentoring education program. As described previously, it includes
Jean Watson's Caring Theory, Bass's Transformational Leadership Theory and
Benner's adaptation of the Dreyfus Skill Acquisition l/odel. Although the three
aspects used in this prolect are different in focus, they have the same goal of
preparing the leadership mentor (Appendix

A)

ln addition, there is the realization

that generational differences will influence how the aspects will be best shared
with the novice leader by the mentor.

lmplementation of Model
This program targets the middle manager group. ln the nursing profession,
this would include preparation for mentoring of managers and directors. Small
group educational sessions are planned rather than online training, individual
conferences or a large all-day presentation. Advantages to a small group setting

for a project such as this include the ability for participants to learn in both
affective and cognitlve domains srnce there will be ample time for all attendees to
participate in ice-breakers and Q&A sessions. Those involved can also share
ideas and concerns regarding the topic and the intimacy of the group can foster
positive peer support and feeling of belonging while reinforcing their previous
learning experiences (Bastable, 2008). To alJow for interaction and relationship
building between the participants, it may be best to limit the roster to a maximum
of ten participants, at least for the initial course" Five learning sessions are
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proposed, each one two hours in length. There will be one to two weeks between

the Iearning sessions to allow the participants time to complete their take home
assignments. Before the actual sessions would begin, copyright permission

would be obtained for the use of the various self-assessment quizzes found in
the appendices that were authored by other professionals.
The first sessions will highlight the three major foci of the practice model:

Watson, Bass and Dreyfus.Another session will highlight the importance of being
aware of generational differences when mentoring novice leaders. In reality, due
to the fact that the nurse leader void mentioned earlier will be in large part due to
retiring Baby Boomers with Gen Xers taking the reigns of nursing leadership
roles, time must be spent recognizing the difference in these two generations so
mentorship can be successful. The last session will tie the previous ones
together and encourage engagement and discussion by attendees on how best

to proceed in the next step of mentorship training by inviting ideas for future
seminar topics. The groundwork will be laid for the on-going transformative shift

in how the organization will prepare mentors for their role in novice nurse leader
development.
Knowledge of adult learner principles were considered as curriculum was
developed:

1.

Learning is related to an immediate need, problem, or deficit.

2.

Learning is voluntary and self-initiated.

3.

Learning is person centered and problem centered.

4.

Learning is self-controlled and self-directed.

'\ '1
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5.

The role of the teacher is one of facilitator.

6. lnformation and assignments
7.

are pertinent.

New material draws on past experience and is related to something the
learner already knows.

8.

The threat to self rs reduced to a minimum in the educational situation.

9.

The nature of the learning activity changes frequently.

10.

Learning is reinforced by application and prompt feedback.

(Bastable, 2008,

p.

1

73)

ln view of the above principles, even though there are take-home

assignments and in-class exercises, none of these will be collected or graded.
lnstead, these instruments are meant for self-reflection, ice breakers and

discussion purposes only. The take home assignments will also assist the
attendee to link real-life experiences to the course information. Since the
participants are current leaders themselves, the instructor for the class will serve
as a facilitator rather than a typical teacher.

Program Outline
Session 1 - "Bass Basics"
lntro / Transformational Leadership

.
.
.
r
.
r
.

- 2 hours

Welcome
Purpose of course
Objective overview
Sharing among participants
Transformational Leadership theory review
Discussion regarding application to mentoring process
Take home assignment

Session 2

- "Wondering

about Watson"
Caring Theory -2 hours
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.
.
I
.
r

Take home assignment discussion
Self assessment exercise
Discussion of Jean Watson's Caring theory
Application of theory to mentoring process - examples
Take home assignment

Session 3 - "Digging Dreyfus"
Benner's Adaptation of Dreyfus Skill Acquisition

.
.
r
r
.
.

Take home assignment discussion
Opening exercise
Understanding the "Novice to Expert" continuum
Discussion of skill acquisition and application techniques
Practice Examples
Take home assignment

Session 4

.
.
.
.
.
.

- "Boomers

vs. Xers"
Generational Differences

- 2 hours

Take home assignment discussion
Generational differences exercise
Understanding successful inter-generational mentoring
Conversation starters tip sheet
Discussion about generational influence in nursing
Take home assignment

Session 5-"NowWhat?"
Putting lt All Together

.
I
.
.

- 2 hours

- 2 hours

Take home assignment discussion
Drscussion of prior session topics and their application
Planning for future mentor training/topic proposals
Closing - Evaluations
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CHAPTER 4
Bringing the project to life is the next step. The participants are identified

and invited to the series and a "save the date" calendar of upcoming sessions will
be sent to them. The sessions themselves will include the information below,

using ice-breaker exercises, discussions and Power Point presentations.

Educational Session Presentation Detail
Session

1

"Bass Basics"
Intro / Transformationa! Leadership
a

Welcome

a

lntroduction of participants with each sharing one good or disappointing
past experience with a mentor in their early leadership career.

Nuturing the Novice
{nitiatircg' tle* tourutev of
lTransforunit{i*na| Shi{ts in the
Elevr*lopn? et? t *f' Frr tu re lr{rsrs e
Memto.t's

a

Objective overview
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Objectives 0f Cou!'se
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At the completion of this course, the participantwill:

.
r
r
r
r
r
'

Understand the unique and valuable role of the transformational
leader in development of the mentor.*
Understand the characteristics possessed by a transformational
leader defined by Bernard Bass and how it can prepare the mentor
assist novice nurse leaders in their growth.*
Understand the role of Jean Watson's Caring Theory and CaringLeading path in the development of the mentor for their future
relationship with the novice leaders they will be mentoring.
Be able to identify the Dreyfus h4odel of skill acquisition and
understand its relationship to new leader growth.
Understand the difference in characteristics between Baby Boomers
and Gen Xers in the workplace.
Begin planning the next stage of mentorship preparation.

Covered in today's session

ffDun FHrs& ffi$s&mker,*
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t

"Leadership does nof simply hoppen.
ff can be faughf, learned, developed."
(Giulian,,2OO2, p xii)
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t

ffire Wm ffisr#?

The nursing profession will experience a reduced workforce as baby
boomers begin retiring in the next few years. lt is estimated that by
2020 there will be a shortage of 400,000 RNs, many of these
leaders (Shirey, 2006).

a

ln today's complex and dynamic healthcare environment, we must
start preparing the future leaders to assure quality patient care,
nurse retention and increased job satisfaction of workforce.

a

It is a proven fact that mentorship is valuable in assisting any new
leader travel from a novice to expert level.

r

To be successful, we must "speak the same language" regarding
what is needed to mentor our future leaders.

The Promise of Future
Nursing Leaders

t ta

a OC:'
I e
a

Novice nurse leaders are
like a new seedling. With
nurturing, time and a
healthy growing
environment they can
mature & blossom.

t

lVlini IMLQ Exercise (Appendix B)

a

Transformational Leadership Theory Review
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The Role of Transformational
Leaders

Itt
aat
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:

Iransfo rmati*nal feaders hotd the key ta
effective developnr ent in all w*rkfsrces, but
particularly are impartant to tfue s{rece ssful
develapment af nsvie.e rawrse feaders,

:---*-4t*-;

What is So Special About
Transformati ona I Leaders?

ata
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Characteristics: (As outlined by Bernard Bass)

unique tal*nts *f

nr

afiy
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Skills the T.L. Leader Utilizes
(Through relationships and communication)

e lncreases the employee's realization of how
important their performance is to the
organizational goals.
o lncreases awareness of an employee's own
growth and developmental goals.

.

Encourages and empowers employees to
work as a team.

(Bass,1985)

a

How transformational leadership relates to mentorship in nursing
lae
tao
lo

Role in Nursing

4..:

"Leaders create the organizittional energy by invcsting in their

,,

(Kt1/irtt, 200,\, P. 61)

o Encourages change that affects both patient
safety and quality of care
o T.L.s improve retention and satisfaction
levels of staff nurses and unit managers.
o Become strong voice in healthcare to move
nursing from background to forefront of any
organ ization's success.
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lncorporating T.L.
Characteristics
.

Perspective mentors to encourage engagement &
empowerment - set tone for culture of
transformative shift regarding leader preparation.

o Choose mentors that wil! be inspiring and influence
growth.

o Curriculum to include modules on transformational
leadership.

.

Challenge both mentors &novices to develop vision

a

Discussion i Wrap Up

a

Take home assignment - list 2-3 examples you see or do yourself in
workplace over next week that display transformational leadership.

Session 2

"Wondering about Watson"
Caring Theory
a

Take home assignment discussion from session

a

Objectives
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At the completion of this course, the participant will:

r
r
r
r
r
r

Understand the unique and valuable role of the transformational
leader in development of the mentor
Understand the characteristics possessed by a transformational
leader defined by Bernard Bass and how it can prepare the mentor
assist novice nurse leaders in their groMh.
Understand the role of Jean Watson's Caring Theory and CaringLeading path in the development of the mentor for their future
relationship with the novice leaders they will be mentoring*
Be able to identify the Dreyfus [/ode] of skill acquisition as it applies
to new leader growth
Understand the difference in characteristics between Baby Boomers
and Gen Xers in the workplace
Begin planning the next stage of mentorship preparation

- Covered in today's session

a

Self Assessment Exercise - Caring Ability lnventory (Appendix C)

a

Discussion of Jean Watson's Caring Theory
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Jean ffiffmtsom's Garing -fheffiry

ott
aao
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.

Need for caring relationships to build trust, experience success
and show value to people.

I

Began her work to serue as a bridge between the medical model
of nursing that was task-oriented to a human-science perspective
model that places value on the human-to-human relationship
(George, 2002).

.

Bring a new meaning, dignity and spirituality to the practice of
nursrng.

r
.

Accomplished through intimate relationships.

.

Caring environments accept people both now and when they
may change due to exploring their potential.

Caring occasions and moments are experienced on a one-to-one
basis where two people enter a transpersonal level of caring.

Jemre Wats*n's CaratEve Fac€*ns
that Pertm6ra tm M?m$?ter*reg

.
.
o

.
.
.
.

ato
oaa
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lnstill faith-hope
Cultivate sensitivity to one's self and to others
Develop a helping-trusting relationship
Promote and accept the expression of positive and
negative feelings
Promote interpersonal teaching-learning
Gratify human needs and finally,
Provide a supportive, protective and maybe
sometimes a corrective environment that
encompasses the mental, physical, socio-cultural
and spiritual environments of the novice.
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Jean Watson's Garing-Leading
Watson believes we con speak through
compossionote odministrative service
n Vlm N*E*t[vu: "Acknowledging dsrk shodow side of lives
ond work."

tr Viu F*s[tivm:

"Bringingforth the light of posifive ond coring

energy."

tr Vic ffrmmtlvu:
B

"Plumb nerry deeper dimensions of self.. .offer
compgssionofe seryice. "
Viu Trmmsfmrm*tlvm: "leods by fotlowing his or her own inner
coll ond lransformation."
(Wotson, 2000)

aaa
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Relationship to T.Ls

41,1,'j tt

6row in knowledge fhrough fhe journey:
Tlxe $pi rltual Warrior {Negativa}

5.*
\,:\
)2

The h{em$sx' {F*sItlvm]
\n
L-)

Thm W$m$*

ny {#remtlvm}

Yfom ffim pffiwerffid Ymm**Tffin*Lwmder
{Trmnmfmu"rm $ttvm}

a

Application of Watson theory to mentorship
48
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Using Caring-Leading Theory
o Encourage mindfulness/understand self
o Encourage continual learning - realize life
a

is

journey

r Encourage authenticity
o Enable people to Iearn from successes and
fa ilu res

.

Learn to wait - be patient with growth
o Find "voice" - claim true vocation

a

DiscussionArVrap Up

a

Take home assignment - jot down 2-3 instances where you observe
one or more of Watson's carative factors in work environment over next
week.

Session 3

"Digging Dreyfus"
Benner's Adaptation of Dreyfus Skill Acquisition
a

Take home assignment discussion from session 2

a

Objectives
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OhjectEwes of Course
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At the completion of fhrs course, the participant will:
I

a

a

I

a

I

Understand the unique and valuable role of the transformational
leader in development of the mentor.
Understand the characteristics possessed by a transformational
leader defined by Bernard Bass and how it can prepare the mentor
assist novice nurse leaders in their growth.
Understand the role of Jean Watson's Caring Theory and CaringLeading path in the development of the mentor for their future
relationship with the novice leaders they will be mentoring.
Be able to identify the Dreyfus lVodel of skill acquisition and
understand its relationship to new leader growth,*
Understand the difference in characteristics between Baby Boomers
and Gen Xers in the workplace.
Begin planning the next stage of mentorship preparation.

- Covered in today's session

- Dreyfus Skills Exercise (appendix

a

Opening exercise

t

Understanding the Novice to Expert continuum

The Promise of Future
Nursing Leaders

D)

tal
aal
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Novice nurse leaders are
Iike a new seedling. With
nurturing, time and a
healthy growing
environment they can
mature & blossom.

s0
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I ...

Transformafional leaders also
need fo undersfand journey of
skill acguisition to assisf fhe
developmenf of novice nttrse
leaders
n:'.,

i\.

t 7i...

Dreyfus Model of Skill
Acquisition

.il"
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o Five Stages

.

Growth with experience, mentorship,
education
o Helps leaders and employers understand
natural skill acquisition in various roles
o Helps mentors understand process of leader
development and plan for relationships to
encourage growth.
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What distinguishes the stages?
Chanqe in three qeneral aspecfs of skill:
o ltlovernent fram absfra ct princlples fo

concrefe exp*rlemres
o lvlovement fram looking at situations in
equally relevant "bitso'to a coffrplefe whale
perspe *tive
. Passa ge from being a detached ohseryer to
a n i nvolved perfl*rrner.

oao
ata
aa,
t

STAGE ONE: #kp"s,ss
.
.
.

No experience in situations in which they are
expected to perform
Rule-governed behavior limiting and inflexible
Textbook understanding, [ack contextual
mea ning

.

IVlay know principles and theory but struggle to

.

put into action
"Nflay not know what they don't know"
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STAGE TWO: &#wagg,.m#d

aa.'
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'

ffiegfimxw#tr
. Beginning to integrate textbook and
experience

. Still tend to treat all attributes and aspects
equally rather than their relative importance
. Still tend to spend a lot of time following rules

. Focus on aspect recognition
. Building a "real life library"

,:Ei

-gi:':
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STAGE TH REE : ffimrrrpe#;emt
. lVlay take 2-3 years
. Puts experiences into long term perspective
. Plans, contemplates, prioritizes
. Analytical thinking emerges, "asks questions"

. Still needs growth in speed & flexibility
. Starting mastery and organization

4@1,

_qff/

Ml)
'J,
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STAGE FOUR: Frsfficfien#

a

. Takes 3-5 years
. Skill "taking hold" - learns through case studies

. Sees situations as a whol el ? theory
. Perspectives "present themselves" based

on

past experiences

. Understanding decisions in long term
consequences

. "Knows the answers to the questions"

tta
aaa

STAGE FIVE:

CE
o,

trxpe#

. lntuitive grasp of situations - can zero in
. Forgets what questions less experienced leaders
may have

- very few questlons

themselves

. Deep understanding of total situation
. No longer acutely aware of rules/analytical tools
. May not be best with Novice
i'
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lncorporating the Dreyfus [\4odel

aea
laai":
t a :'-:

Using Dreyfus to Plan
Leadersh i p Devel o prnent

I':

.

Curriculum tc facus on people skr#s,
healthcare policy, critical thinking, leadership
role
o Group Cansultaticns * drscus s current
challenges - encaurage suppod
r Se/f-Assessrnenfs thr*ughout sfages
. fvlentarship * cbse rve in acti*n and also enter
into caring relationsftrps fo ass ist growth
I Feedba*k and *valuati*n on-going

a

Discussion / Wrap up

a

Take home assignment - identify 3-4 characteristics seen in leaders
your organization over next week and match them to Dreyfus stage.

Session 4

"Boomers vs. Xers"
Gene ration al D ifferences
a

Take home assignment discussion from Session

a

O

bjectives
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At the completion of thrs course, the participant will:

r
r
r
r
r
r
-

Understand the unique and valuable role of the transformational
leader in development of the mentor.
Understand the characteristics possessed by a transformational
leader defined by Bernard Bass and how it can prepare the mentor
assist novice nurse leaders in their groMh.
Understand the role of Jean Watson's Caring Theory and CaringLeading path in the development of the mentor for their future
relationship with the novice leaders they will be mentoring.
Be able to identify the Dreyfus [/odel of skill acquisition and
understand its relationship to new leader growth.
Understand the difference in characteristics between Baby Boomers
and Gen Xers in the workplace."
Begin planning the next stage of mentorship preparation.

Covered rn today's session
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Boomers vs Xers Exercise (Appendix E)

t

Understanding successful inter-generational mentoring
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Boorner

C
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haracteristics

t

(Born 1946-1964)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Believe they can change world
Self-identity derived from job
Loyal to employer
lV'lotivated by recognition and reward

Goal oriented
Fine with delayed gratification

Willing learners
Prefer structured environments / clear guidelines
Had to learn to collaborate

oaa
tro
aa

Gen Xer Sharact*nistics

o

(Born 1965-1979)

.:

o [/ore comfortable in flexible environments

r
r
o
o

.
.
r
r

where the v

can use own expertise
Education is viewed as "necessary evil"
"Get to bottom line" to get to goal desired
Time is important so learning session efficienUrelevant
Likes timely feedback and recognition
ldentity not formed by work but rather by friends/family
Likely will change employers multiple times in career
Desires balance between work / personal life
Accustomed to collaborate and network
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Tips for Merrtors
a

.
r
.
o

r
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I

Understand point of view and values of the novice
Loyalty for Gen Xer related to personal relationship, not
organization
Balance family and work - may even turn down career
advancements if feel it could intrude on personal life
!mmediate and timely feedback
Positive recognition for successes important (and the
sooner the better!)
Learns best in unstructured environment
Trust important so don't promise what you can't deliver

ata
ott,
aa

lUTent*r Aetiv*ties

a

r Cross-training activities
r Have novice present sessions as part of
learning process
o Schedule formal feedback
r Encourage active role in scheduling of
learning sessions
o Focus on final outcomes
o Encourage novice to take on new tasks
o Encourage team focus

a

N/entor Conversation Starter tip sheets (Appendix F

I

Discussion / Wrap Up
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I

Take home assignment - discuss with one Baby Boomer and one
Gen Xer over next week what they feel are their top two
characteristics they look for in a leader.

Session 5

"Now What?"
Putting lt All Together
I

Take home assignment discussion from Session 4

I

Objectives

ilbjectxwes 0f Course
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At the completion of this course, the participant will:

r
r
r
r
r
o
'

Understand the unique and valuable role of the transformational
leader in development of the mentor.
Understand the characteristics possessed by a transformational
leader defined by Bernard Bass and how it can prepare the mentor
assist novice nurse leaders in their growth.
Understand the role of Jean Watson's Caring Theory and CaringLeading path in the development of the mentor for their future
relationship with the novice [eaders they will be mentoring.
Be able to identify the Dreyfus N/odel of skill acquisition and
understand its relationship to new leader groMh.
Understand the difference in characteristics between Baby Boomers
and Gen Xers in the workplace.
Begin planning the next stage of mentorship preparation.*

Covered in today's session

a

Discussion of prior session topics and their application

I

Planning for next mentor educational sessions
- Participant input regarding future course offerings, timeline and
length
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Conclusion
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The time is naw fo beg in a transfarmation t
shift in how we preparc mentars fo assisf with
future nurse leader dev*lapment in
h e a lth c a re o rga n i zati o n s,

o lhrs wark witl sfrengthen the nursing
professron.

o Onty then will assure that our novice lead*rs
grGW from a fragile seed/ing to a strcng,

blaorning l*ader!

a

Closing

- Course Evaluation

(Appendix G)

Evaluation Procedures
Although the above is the proposed session content for the first group of
current leaders attending this course, any new program or initiative must be

flexible. lt is probably best to consider the initial group of attendees a pilot group
and be open to any and all feedback and recommendations for future sessions.
Based on the participant evaluations (Appendix G) and also discussions in
Session 5, there may be some alterations in weighting of topics and exercises
used to best prepare current middle-management leaders for their mentorship
roles. For example, there may need to be more discussion and actual practice
regarding using Benner's adaptation of the Dreyfus Skill Acquisition lModel in the
learning sessions so the prospective mentors more thoroughly understand the
characteristics of the different stages and their role in assisting the new Ieader
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move along the continuum. N/uch more work will be required of the participants
as they start their own personaljourney as outlined by Jean Watson and travel

from a spiritual warrior to an empowered teacher-leader (Watson, 2000). Future
sessions may also include topics such as discussion of complexity science,
understanding learning styles, coaching techniques and case studies.
AII pilot programs must be open to honest feedback from the original

participants. The leader should actually encourage critical critique of the initial
course with the goal of making future sessions so dynamic in their content that

the positive "bt)zz" heard from attendees within the organization causes
management to demand its continuation! lt will be imperative that the leader

remind both participants and administration that this is only the first step in the
orga nization's transformational jou rney.
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CHAPTER 5

Discussion & Recommendations
ln this time of cost containment in every health care organization, this
project will need to be proposed to the organization as a means to assure or
increase quality and retention as well as job and patient satisfaction. Healthcare
organizations are acutely aware of any project that is proposed that does not
directly generate or save revenue. This program will cost money but since

current nurse leaders are mostly salaried employees, it will not adversely affect
payroll budgets but will require them to carve out a total of ten hours of their day
over a five to ten week time span to attend the initial sessions. The cost to the
organization will be mostly realized when the true mentoring of novice nurse
leaders proceeds but this phase is not included in this project.
For a project such as this, it is beneficial to procure a champion for the
program so meetings should be set up with senior nurse management regarding

the proposal. Once a Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) or Vice President of Patient
Care Services is on board with a project proposal, it is much easier to roll out the
program to the organization as having value for the profession. lt will also be
helpful to discuss in generalities the need for a second phase of mentor

educational sessions with the final goal being the development of an organized
mentorship program that focuses on leadership growth rather than management.
The journey to more completely prepare the perspective mentors for the next
phase of an organized mentorship program will take time. Further sessions will
likely be developed based on program evaluation results at the completion of the
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initial five sessions as well as the time of sharing in the fifth class. This could
include topics such as complexity science, reviewing learning styles and better
understanding the differences between management and leadership qualities.

lf needed, a survey of current nurse leaders may be completed to ascertain
the number in middle management positions that will be retiring in the next
decade to further demonstrate the need for leadership development planning.

This survey could also include prioritizing talents that are leadership focused that
current leaders feel are integral to help the transition of power to a new
generation that will positively affect patient care and the nursing profession.
Depending on the size of the organization, there will need to be coordination
with the Education and Training Department to assure there is not duplication of

learning, plan for needed audiovisual equipment, advertisement and to discuss
best location for these learning sessions. Since the project will involve current
Ieaders, there will need to be careful consideration to time and place for the
sessions to eliminate as much distraction as possible from calls and paging so

they can be actively involved in the exercises and discussions. lt would probably
be prudent to discuss this ahead of time with the participants so back up plans

for managerial coverage can be made whenever possible.

lmplications for Advanced Nursing Practice
lf this project is indeed implemented, it will only be the first step in setting up a

structured mentoring program that focuses on assisting a novice to develop their
leadership skills. The assistance of an advanced practice nurse as planner and
champion to help the effort stay on course would be beneficial. The advanced
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practice nurse could also use some of the teachings of complexity science as this
transformative shift is occurring. Since complexity science recognizes that
relationships are the key determiner of everything, they would understand the

vital importance to keep administration, prospective mentors and future leaders
connected and in conversation regarding the challenges they face. Newtonian
science seeks a clear path from A to Z and looks at the parts whereas complexity
science focuses on holism and looks at any system as a whole rather than its

parts. During times of turmoil and apparent chaos during this shift, the advanced
practice nurse can notice patterns and realize that the world is naturally orderly.
Therefore, despite the apparent disorder observed when change occurs, they
can assure others that the system will eventualty level out. Patience with change
and apparent chaos can be encouraged by this leader while assuring all parties

the process will lead to increased creativity (Wheatley, 1995).
A working group of current leaders who have completed this project's initial
sessions, senior management and representatives from the education

department wrll need to be formed to plan the next steps with an advanced
practice nurse as the coordinator. A paradigm shift will be required in any
healthcare organization prior to developing a mentoring program for new leaders

that lasts long past these initial sessions. They will need to be committed to the
work required to prepare the future mentors to help assure success of the whole
mentor/novice program. lt will be important to keep a relationship open for

questions, encouragement, and engagement many months and even years down
the line to keep the program robust. A dedicated advance practice nurse could
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also assist to keep the spark alive when the work seems difficult for the
participants as the "newness" of the project wanes. This leader could survey the
new mentors as they progress and plan the next stages of education of mentor

development based on these results. The hope would be that this would be a
positive process for both the new mentor and eventually the novice leader as

they reflect back on the program and progress so they can be cheerleaders for
future novice/mentor relationships in the organization. This phase will also be
more financially draining on the organization so a cost-benefit analysis will
ce rta in ly

be req u ired

.

As this leader preparation proceeds, consideration for development of a
clinical advancement ladder program in the healthcare organization could also be
researched by a team of senior leadership and the education department staff.
With the likelihood of decreased numbers of nurses available to take over the
reigns of organizational leadership, any institution would be wise to develop a
base of expertise from within their walls. Thls may also lead to increased staff

satisfaction, retention and recruitment of quality employees. Lastly,
phenomenological research could also be performed and outcomes regarding
successful novice leader development could be compared when an organization
uses this practice model for program development versus a standard nurse
leader orientation.

Reflection
As I considered what I should focus on for my field project, I kept coming back
to my belief of how important nurse leadership will be in the future of healthcare
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with its constantly changing demands. Nursing does indeed have a bigger voice
in organizational planning than when lfirst entered the field in the 1970's. I also

am acutely aware (being a Baby Boomer myself) just how the landscape will
change in ten years as I look around at meetings and see mostly other Boomers
sitting at the table.

Through my literature review and graduate course review, Ideveloped my
project model that integrated both nursing and general leadership knowledge. As
I continued to work on the project development, it became clearer how each

theory and model could add to mentorship development. Watson's Caring Theory
is invaluable to supportive leadership and mentorship, not just patient
relationships. Bass' transformational skills and characteristics must be developed
by nurse leaders to prepare them to make a difference in their organizations.

I

probably learned the most from researching Benner's adaptation of the Dreyfus
Skill Acquisition l\4odel and clearly see how important it is for us to understand
the five stages of development as we prepare our profession's new leaders.

I

already put into practice some of this knowledge in my current role as new staff

are hired. I am also more acutely aware of generational differences in the
workplace based on my background work for this project and employ the expert's
suggestions frequently, whether I am interacting with staff or colleagues.
Finally, putting all my thoughts into a cohesive and workable plan has
been a learning process in itself. I have grown to know myself better through this

journey and feel more comfortable with my ability to bring a concept to reality.
What seemed ovenvhelming at the outset has taught me that anything is possible
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if you do your research, take time to plan and be open to revision and attitude

adjustment as you learn.

Conclusion
Nursing is responsible to ignite the interest in future nurse leaders if they are

to continue growth in the profession. Shaw (2007) suggests nurses reflect on
aspects shared by committed Ieaders in their profession that include developing
new leadership behaviors and ways of thinking, finding new ways of doing things,

and looking for opportunities to think creatively. Combining the knowledge of
Watson, Bass and Benner together, the practice model developed for this project
that emphasizes the importance of all three individual's expertise will initiate the
journey of transformative shifts in the development of future mentors. All three
knowledge points are important for a successful outcome in both mentor and

future leader development although one may take precedence over another at
various stages of the journey. By understanding the generational differences that
may likely be seen between the mentors and novices, both sides can work
together for the betterment of the profession and patients alike.

The challenge faced by today's nurse leaders is that healthcare organizations
tend to be bureaucratic where transformational leadership qualities are not

fostered. There is more emphasis on managerial tasks that include such items as
performance improvement and budget control rather than relationships. lt
therefore will become the future mentor's responsibility to invest time and effort
into the development of the novice nurse leader and help them in their journey to
becoming a transformative nurse leader that will assure the growth of the
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profession and quality patient care. The nursing profession no longer has the
luxury of letting the novice leader learn via "trial by fire" as discussed in the
introduction of this paper. The journey toward leadership development is complex

and multi-faceted but we can start by educating perspective mentors so the
transformation may begin. "Leaders fertilize the soil where empowerment of
others can take root" (Hacker & Roberts, 2003, p.72). This project will begin that
fertil ization process.
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Appendix A

Practice Model for Mentor Development Education

Watson's
Garing
Theory

GOAL
Prepared
Leadership

Mentor

:.,,,:1,

Basst T.L

Drelrfus Model
of Skill

Theory

Acquisition

A-1

What kind ofltffder are you?
To get a quick answer, fill out the following questions and rate yourself

.

two self-ratings - one for how frequently you think you actu ally do this with
associates and followers, and the other for how often you think you should do this. The
answers are 0n the reverse side of this sheet.
Do

I
LEADERSHIP
DEVELOP}IENT

Use the following key to determine your scores.

0
Not at

all

ASSESSMEHI

T

SERVICES

+61 3 9819 3689

1

2

3

Once in a while

Sometimes

Fairly often

4
Frequently,

if not always

0

I exhibit behaviours that develop high leve/s of
trust among my associates and followers, which
trans/ates info them displaying a strong sense of
purpose and perseverance to achieve the most
diffi cult obje ctiv e s . (l d e alis e d Be h a v i o u r s)
(1)

lttly associafes and followers trust me and
exhibit the values I portray. They are commifted to
achieving aur common vision, even if sacrifices are
necessary. (ldealised Aftributes)
THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENS:

I ACTUALLY DO THIS

I SHOULD DO THIS:

(6) I set goals to he/p clarify, through either
participative or directive means, what is expected
of my associates and followers, and what they can
expect to receive for accomplishing these goals
and abjectives. (Contingent Reward)

articulate an attractive future that gets the
attention and stimu/ates the imagination of my
(2)

I

associates. (/nsp ir ational It/lotivatton)
I ACTUALLY DO THIS

THIS SHOULD HAPPEN

I SHOULD DO THIS:
I ACTUALLY DO THIS:

I SHOULD DO THIS:

(3) / stim ulate associates and followers to approach

many of our typicalproblems by questioning
assumptions that have been used previously, and by
encouraging them to look at the problem from
many different angles. (/nte//ectua/ Stimulation)

(7)

I systematically look for

and manitor mistakes,
and take corrective actian when mistakes occur.
(lVl an a g e m e nt-by-Ex c eption ; Active)
IACTUALLY DO THIS

I ACTUALLY DO THIS:

(il
(4)

for matters to be brought to my attentron
about somethin g that has gone wrong before I
c o n s ide r taki n g a ny c o r re ctive a cti o n. ([ttl a n a gem e nt-

I show my associates and followers that I

understand their capabilities, needs, and desires,
and work to deve/o p each of them to their full
potential. (lndividualised Consider ation)

I wait

by-Exception : Passive)
I ACTUALLY DO THIS:

I ACTUALLY DO THIS

I SHOULD DO THIS

I SHOULD DO THIS:

I SHOULD DO THIS:

I SHOULD DO THIS:

(9) I avoid taking stands on issues , clarifying
expectations and addressing conflicts when they
arise, (Laissez faire)

A-2

I ACTUALLY DO THIS

I SHOULD DO THIS:

A Higher Level

Answers to the
leadership quiz

Perspective
on the Model

Take the average of your five transformational
scores and compare your results with the optimal

frequency ratings provided below. Then compare
your scores for Transactional (management)
leadership and Non-Leadership with the optimal
frequencies provided. The optimal frequencies
relate to the strongest outcomes for followers and
associates.

Transform ational I eadership
The leader-manager is generally proactive to convince
associates and followers to strive for higher personal
and organisational potentials, as well as higher levels of
performance.

Transformational ead ership
(questions I to 5):

The effect of the transformational leadership influence is
to change the perspective of the followers and
associates about their situation, the challenges facing
them and even their own understanding and assessment
of their identity and potential.

I

I am generally proactive to convince my associates
and followers to strive for higher personal and
organisational potentials, as well as higher levels of
performance. The most effective leaders do this
between 3,0 and 3.5 on the frequency scale of 0

Transactional leadership
The leader-manager gains compliance from associates
and followers by clarifying expectations through

to 4.

contracts.

Transactional leadership

This may involve promises and exchanges of rewards
(CR - positive feedback) or disciplinary threats (MBEA &
MBEP - negative feedback) for the desired effort and
performance levels,

(questions6,7&8):
I gain compliance from associates and followers by
clarifying expectations through contracts. I may
exchange promises of rewards (CR) or disciplinary
threats (MBEA & MBEP) for the desired effort and
performance levels. The most effective leaders do
CR between 2.0 and 2.5 on the frequency scale of
0 to 4, MBEA between 1,0 and 2.0 and IVIBEP
between 0.0 and 1.0.

The effect of transactional influence is that associates
and followers are challenged to perform at expectations
through a combination of positive rewards and fear of
sanctions. An active engagement is not fostered.

Non-leadership
This is the absence of an active leadership or influencing
with followers and associates.

Non-leadership
(LF: question 9|:

The effect of this laissez-faire behaviour in formal workgr0up leaders is heightened conflict, low morale, and demotivation for performance and underperformance.

The most effective leaders do this between 0.0 and
1,0 on the frequency scale of 0 to 4.
These answers are based on the well researched
and validated factor structure of the MLQ5x (Bass
and Avolio).

Contact MLQ Pty Ltd for the full 360q version
comprising 45 reliable questions.

Enquiries:
Ray Elliott, Director, MLQ Pty Ltd
email info@mlq.com.au
tel: 03-981 3689

I
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Appendix C
Cari ng

Ability Inventory

Please read each of the following statements and decide how well it reflects your
thoughts and feelings about other people in general. There is no right or wrong
answer. Using the response scale, from 1 to 7, marking the degree to which you
agree or disagree with each statement. Please answer all questions.

1234567
Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Strongly
Agree

STATEMENT

SCALE
I

1 . I believe that learning takes time.
2. Today is filled with opportunities
3. I usually say what I mean to others
4. There is very little I can do for a person who is helpless.
5. I can see the need for change in myself.
6. I am able to like people even if they don't like me.
7. I understand people easily.
B. I have seen enough in this world for what I need to
know.
9. I make the time to get to know other people
10. Sometimes I like to be involved and sometimes I
do not like being involved.
11. There is nothing I can do to make like better.
12. I feel uneasy knowing that another person depends
on me.
13. ldo not like to go out of my ay to help other people
14.1dealing with people, it is difficult to let my feelings
show.
15. It does not matter what I say, as long as I do the
correct thing.
16. lfind it difficult to understand how the other person
feels if I have not had similar experiences.
17 . I admire people who are calm, composed, and patient.
18. I believe it is important to accept and respect the
attitudes and feelings of others.
19. People can count on me to do what I say lwill.
20. I believe that there is room for improvement.
21. Good friends look after each other.
22. I find meaning in every situation.
(Continue on other side)

A-4

2

n

J

4

5

6

7

STATEIVENT

1

2

3

4

23.1am afraid to "let go" of those I care for because I am
afraid or what night happen to them
24. I like to offer en couragement to people.
25. I do not like to make commitments beyond the
present.
26. I really like myself.
27 . I see strengths and weaknesses (limitations) in each
ind ividual.
28. New experiences €re usually frightening to me.
29. I am afraid to be o n and let others see who I am,
30. I acce t
le ust the wa the are.
31. When I care for someone else, I do not have to hide
m feelin S.
32.1do not like to be asked for hel
33. I can express my feelings to people in a warm and
cann WA
34. llike talkin g with people
35. I regard myself as sincere in my relationships with
others.
36. Peo le need s ace room, nva
to think and feel.
37, I can be a roached
eo le at an time
Items to be summed for each subscale:
Knowinq: 2 ,3,6,7 ,9 ,19 ,22,26,30,3 1 ,33,34,35,36
Cou rage. 4,8, 1 1 ,12 ,13 ,1 4 ,15 , 1 6,2 3 ,25 ,28 ,29 ,32
Patience: 1 ,5,10 ,17 ,18,20 ,21 ,24,27 ,36.

.

Items to be re ve rse-scored 4,8,1 1,12,13,1 4,15, 1 6,23,25,29,29,32

RANKING

Knowing
Caring
Patience

LOW
<76.4
<62.5
<61

]VIEDIUM

HIGH

76.4-84
62.5-74
61 -65.2

> 74
> 65.2

Copyright 1 988 Springer Publishing
(Watson , 2002, p1 16-1 18)
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>84

5

6

7

Appendix D

Which Stage is it?
Please match the ability to the Dreyfus skill acquisition stage. Stages may have
more than one correct answer.

1. Building

a "real life" library
NOVICE

2.

Plans, contemplates & prioritizes

3.

Textbook understanding

4.

tVlay not

ADVANCED
BEGINNER

be best choice to mentor novice
COIVPETENT

5.

Understands decision made and Iong term
u ences

co nseq

PROFICIENT

6.

Tends to treat all aspects of situation equally
rather than in relative importance context

7.

Rule governed behavior
EXPERT

B. Needs growth in speed

and flexibility

A-6

Appendix

E

Boomers vs. GenXers

Please review list of characteristics below and mark it "B" if you feel it defines a
Boomer and "X" if you feel it best describes a GenXer.

Born 1946-1964.
Favor structured environments and guidelines.
Favors knowing the bottom line.
Sees education as road towards goal attainment.
Status important

- loyal to company.

Works best when given outcome desired and left alone to figure it out.
Does best with step-be-step instructions.

Works best when given feedback and encouragement but not step-bystep instructions.
Born 1965-1979
Thrives on timely recognition of efforts.
Delayed recognition i self-satisfaction OK.

Don't look at a job "for Iife" - changes jobs if unhappy.
Works for Ieaders.

Works with leaders.
Likes flexibility and freedom.

A-7

Appendix

F

Conversation Starters for Mentors
1. Why are you doing it this way? What is the rationale?

2. What are your main concerns with this situation?

3. How do you know this?

4. How can you test the appropriateness of your interventions?
5. ln your opinion, why is the system set up this way?
6. What could go wrong here?
7. What makes you think so?
B.

What evidence supports your conclusron?

9. What do you think you should do next?
10. What is confusing to you?

12. How will you know when the situation requires additiona! resources?
13. Are you making any assumptions that could be false?

14. How can I help you make some connections?
16. What task can wait until later?
17. Who can assist you?

18. How can you learn from this experience?
19. What would you like to see happen?

From "Coaching for Competence"
Nelson, J., Apenhorst, D., Carter, L., hlahlum, E. & Schneider, J. (2004).

A-B

Appendix

G

Course Evaluation
Name (optional)

At the completion of this course please rate the items below that were highlighted
in our learning sessrons.

1. I understand

the characteristics and role of a transformational leader

No better
1

2.

Somewhat better
2

4

3

5

I understand Jean Watson's Caring Theory and its role in mentorship.

No better
1

3.

lVuch better

[/uch better

Somewhat better
2

3

4

5

lunderstand the Dreyfus Skill Acquisition l\ilodel and how it affects nurse
leader development.
No better
1

[/uch better

Somewhat better
2

3

4

5

4. lfeel this course has improved my abilities to successfully

mentor a new

nurse leader in my organization.
No better
1

[/uch better

Somewhat better
2

3

Suggestions for future topics:

Other Comments:

Thank you.
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